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FAR COMMENTARY BY ADMIRAL SIR WILLIAM JAMES M.P.

Following is text of war commentary broadcast to-night after

the 9 p.m. news by Admiral Sir William James K.C.B., M.P. Chief

of Naval Information:-

I'm often asked why I have been appointed as Chief of Naval Information, which is

a new post. Well, my job is to bring before our people and our allies, to a greater
extent than hitherto, the work and achievement of the Royal Navy. It may seem strange
that there should be any necessity for this, in view of the fact that we are an island

people and for centuries have depended for our existence on holding command of the sea

lines of communication, but so much of the work of the Royal Navy takes place in com-

parative obscurity that it becomes overshadowed by the more dramatic incidents in war.

This is nothing new. Though - thanks to the visits paid by our Fleet in pre-war

years to seaport towns - more is known about its life and purpose than in the "strong,
silent" Navy days, I'm sure I'm right in saying that its work is, to a great extent,
taken for granted. The British Navy has always won through in the end and it's un-

imaginable that it would let us down. That's a very natural and very widespread
thought. The more dramatic events in the sea War have taken place in waters where the

Navy fights in close companionship with the Royal Air Force; and it's sometimes for-

gotten that our vital sea lines of communication for the greater part of their immense

length are outside the range of shore based aircraft.

Keystones of Our War Structure

In talking to my friends, I often find that they don't realise that the keystones
of our whole war structure are our Main Fleets. This doesn*t surprise me, as I know

that the part played by the Main Fleets has often not been fully understood by our

people. It is under the guardian ship of the Main or covering Fleets that the whole

of the work of the vast armada of small vessels takes place. The strategic set-up in

a maritime war has never changed since guns were mounted in ships and squadrons of

fighting ships were formed.

If Lord Hawke, who was our great Admiral in the middle of the 18th century, was

looking down to-day on the oceans and seas, he*d see a very familiar sight - merchant

ships in convoy, protected by men-of-war, crossing the Atlantic backwards and forwards;

other convoys going round the Cape; flotillas busy in the narrows and the Main Fleets

at their strategic basest In his day the Atlantic convoys would have been carrying

Wolfe and his men to Canada and the round-the-Cape convoys carrying Clive and his men

to India.

The amphibious operations against the French coast and the great landing in Africa

would seem quite familiar to him, because it was in his day that this form of operation

was used to such good effect. Hawke kept his fleet at sea for three years in all

weather conditions, then at last caught the French Fleet at sea and defeated them at

Quiberon Bay; but, so little did the people understand all that this magnificent leader

and his splendid sailors had done, that they were burning his effigy in London as the

first broadsides were fired.
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Courting Disaster

So too, in the last war, when the submarine menace was at its height, men in

the highest authority in this country were demanding that Beatty’s Grand Fleet
should be weakened so as to strengthen the anti-submarine forces - that would have

been courting disaster. One thing that must never bo done is to chip bits off
the keystones of the Naval structure.

An Admiral who'd been recently in one of the covering fleets, told me the

other day that many of the younger ratings in his ships didn’t realise the profound
influence they were having on the desert war several thousand miles away. They
didn’t realise that, but for their presence and battleworthiness, the sea lines

of communication to our armies might bo broken* The spectacular events at sea,
such as the epic chase of the Bismarck and the tremendous battles that have been

fought by our sailors taking munitions and supplies to Russia and Malta naturally
fire the imagination, but little is heard of the officers and men of the covering
fleets who work unremittingly to keep their ships ready for the bottle for which

they all yearn. If one day they do bring the enemy to battle, I hope everyone

will remember how they endured what Kipling so aptly called "the sodden years of

heaped up weariness" and never relaxed for a moment.

Then there is a great story about the cruisers, whose task is to free the

oceans from raiders, I met a Captain of one of these ships the other day, who’d -
in mileage - been five times round the world and. been in every ocean during the

last two years. In that time he’d seen his decks and guns thickly overlaid with

ice, as you saw in some recent photographs, and. also his engine-room staff working
in two-hour watches for days on end in a temperature of 140 when chasing a raider.

Seldom in the Limelight

All day and every day the crews of these ships must be ready on their toes for

the bugle call to action. The Captain of one of those cruisers told me a good

story in this connection. His men hod- gone to action stations every morning
for over a year - over 400 times - and on Christmas Eve the Commander heard sane

officers in the Wardroom discussing whether an exception would be mode on Christmas

morning. There was no information of any enemy in the vicinity and the

Commander himself had been turning over in his mind whether he’d let them off

for once. But when he heard the officers discussing the possibility, some

good fairy whispered, ‘no’. So on Christmas morning they were all at their

stations as usual and, whilst actually at their stations, an enemy ship was sighted.

When one thinks of the enormous damage done by enemy ocean raiders in the last

war one realises the immense importance of the work of these cruisers, who so

seldom come into the limelight.

The convoy escort vessels probably have the hardest task of all - the thousands

of craft working under the guardianship of the covering fleets. They plug away

day in and day out in the wide oceans, often in the most terrible weather conditions

to safeguard their gallant companions of the Merchant Navy, This never ending, grim

battle of the Atlantic will be fought remorselessly till the enemy is finally

defeated.

If Minesweepers Stopped

Then there are the minesweepers, Theirs is a great story, I took a

friend one day out to Spithead and far away on the horizon we could see the

minesweepers working in the fairways, I said to him, "If they stopped work, the

war would stop", He was surprised I And I told him how they left the Jetties

every day at first dawn, whatever the weather, storm or biting cold, and carried

out their hazardous task till dork. If they stopped work, no petrol for our

bombers and fighters, no food, no row materials, could come into our ports, 1

told him that they constantly face two foes, the mine under water and the

enemy planes.
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In the early days of the Channel war a heavy bomb hit one of these trawlers

and didn't explode, and was stopped on the engine room plates. The report from

the Captain read, "With the assistance of the Chief Engineer I carried the bomb

on deck and threw it overboard". On making enquiries, I found that the engine-
man on duty had never thought of leaving his post; the skipper load ordered his crew

into the dinghy whilst he and the Chief Engineer somehow managed to hoist the bomb

out of the engine room and throw it overboard. They knew that some of the enemy
bombs had delayed action fuses and that shaking the bomb might send it off. But

all that mattered to them was to get rid of the bomb, save their ship and get on

with their sweeping. That was typical of these sturdy mariners.

Then there’s the Fleet Air Arm. They’ve struck the headlines once or twice

with the brilliant attack at Taranto - the "strikes" on the Italian Battle Fleet that

led to the decisive night action at Matapan - and the attacks on the Bismarck.

But little is known of their day to day work. Some of our Naval airmen who attacked

the Bismarck returned to their carrier during a heavy storm. The flight deck was

at the time rising and falling through 50 feet. Taking off and landing on the decks

of carriers in all weathers is a routine job for these sailor airmen.

It isn’t generally known that in Bader’s famous squadron, which fought so brill-

iantly in the Battle of Britain, three of his planes were flown by Naval pilots.
Nor have you heard much of the part played by this gallant company in the desert

war.

First News of Bismarck’s Sailing

I'm sure that few of you have heard the story of the Naval plane that gave the

first news to Admiral Sir Jack Tovey that the Bismarck had sailed. The weather

wasn't fit for flying and all planes were grounded. But Captain Fancourt, in command

of a Naval Air Station, called for volunteers, a call which met with immediate

response from Commander Rotherham, Lieutenant Goddard and two Naval ratings, Milne

and Armstrong, They flew over to Norway and obtained the vital information that the

Bismarck had sailed. Shortly after they had taken off they received reports that

the weather was inpossible for flying, but they went on. Within a few minutes

of Rotherham’s report reaching Admiral Tovey, the Fleet was at sea in chase, I’m

hoping that you will hear more of these Naval airmen; no force in this war can look

back to a prouder record of achievements.

Of course, I've not forgotten the brilliant exploits of our submarines and the

dashing and skilful attacks of our coastal forces. But theirachievements are more

spectacular and therefore more familiar to you then the achievements of other forces

I’ve mentioned.

So there’s a great story to be told of the work of the Fleet, a story of thousands

of officers and men who seldom come into the limelight, but are always in great heart

and keep their ships at the highest pitch of efficiency; a story of officers and

men who never relax from their hazardous work of clearing the fairways; a story of

officers and men who will spend the war years battling against fierce Atlantic storms

to bring their gallant comrades of the Merchant Navy safe to port; a story of a

small but brilliant company of Naval officers and men who daily face the hazards of

flying on and off ships in all weathers. My job, as Chief of Naval Information, is to

see that this story is told, not only so that the officers and men of the Royal Navy

should occupy their rightful place in your thoughts, but that you should realise that our

whole war effort depends today, as in the past, on the men who are striving, often

against heavy odds, to keep the sea lines of communication open for our armies, our

food and our war materials.
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